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VJ TL ADER EEN
A picture of an extraordinarily
strong Soviet president with sweeping
. powers for a new kind of authoritarian
rule emerged 1onday. The people
would elect the president to a five-year
term, according to Lhe draft of a law
submitted to the Congress of People's
Deputies. The balloting would mark the
first direct election for pre idem in
Soviet history.
NEW

Students die
in weekend
auto pileup
ANAND HANKAR MAZUMDAR
ews Editor

Two WSU studenl5 were killed in Lhe
32-car pileup on Interstate 75 near Tipp
as
City that claimed nine live Saturday. Mark
T. ordqu isL, 19, and Thomas E. Ervin, 18,
were both members of the Beta Theta Pi
acy
fraternity at WSU.
f
!'<llCARA U NEED HELP
The two freshmen wcrv tmvelling
icaraguan Pre idem-elect Violeta
northbound together on I-75 when they
Chamorro will inherit a "ba ket case"
lammed into the first truck that was
economy requiring massive U.S. help.
involved with in accident. Near-white-out
obody said democracy was cheap,"
conditions caused by snow and high winds
ys House Foreign Affairs Committee
were attributed as the causes of the acci·rman Dante Fascell, D-Fla.
dent, according to a Dayton Daily News
report. According to fraternity member
John Hosford, because of the degree of
Violeta Chamorro's stunning
damage, the two had to be identified by the
in Nicaragua's presidential
Ohio Highway Patrol using dental records.
election leaves President Bush scramHosford said, Nordquist got off work as
bling to provide the economic prop her
a security guard from DP&L, picked up
, IXlWltry desperately needs. Bu hand
Ervin, and was headed home to get lunch
Congress are at odds over the budget
and a change of clothes before meeting with
lld demands for aid to Eastern Europe
friends that evening.
lld Panama, making additional U.S.
According to Hosford, "What is be'111ars for Nicaragua hard to find. The
lieved LO have happened is that a semi
ite Hou e promised to review lifung
ended up fishtailing and covering up all the
llllCtions.
lanes. And then, Mark's car was one of the
first cars to smash into the semi. It was one
OUSTED ORTEGA HA. OP'nON
of the first cars to blow up." "I got a call
icaragua' Pre idem Darnel
about 3:45 in the morning," he said," aying
Onega, voted out of office m weekend
that Mark was dead and that another person
elections, has few high-profile options.
in the car was ktlled. By 9 o'clock we had
It seems unlikely he' ll return to the hill
cont inned fro m coroner's de cription that it
lo create a new g uem Ila force. And it
was Tom Ervin. ·
could be he ' ll opt out of politics.
That evening, the Greek organizations
were notified of ordquist's and Ervin's
death and Beta Theta Pi held a "good-bye"
ceremony for the two.
DID YOU KNOW?
h
Nordquist was a resident of Tipp City.
wsu
Ervin, who came from Novelly, Ohio, near
~c Cleveland, was a resident of the Woods on
International Students
opy,
campu . According LO assistant director of
As of Fall Quarter 1989, the total number of studen t development Gerry Petrak, two
therapists, one male and one female, from
Wsu international students was 294.
psychological services, were available .LO
the residents of Cedar Hall, where Ervin
lived. Terry Kemper from campus ministry
was also to be available in the dorm.
An open memorial vigil for the two is
1
tcnLllivclv
scheduled for Wednesday
1 Middte Easf'· 95· .. :
a,t
8
at the campus youth ministry.
evening
east &.f>acitic 39 ::
Beta
Theta
Pi president William Hicks
Soufq:·&.Southeast Asia . ./ 76
expressed
shock
at the accident, "The most
ceni·r-~i- &·sdu1fr
it is that it could
shocking
thing
about
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see "Accident" page 10
: Wright State University Student Fact Book
Michael McClure, The Daily Guardian

Photo by Adam White

Heath Goolsby, winner of last Thursday's Pizza Eating Contest in the Rathskeller,
ate his way to victory by eating more pizza in two minutes than his competition

Student Misconduct issue ·a ddressed
did," Wilson-Vinson said. "What they did
was not right by any means - if they did
do it. But the way it was handled was not
proper either," she added.
A conflict involving academic misconWilson-Vinson said that the academic
duct has arisen between two students in the
handbook should be updated. She said the
department of communication aml a
instructor involved had not even seen the
department of communication instructor.
According LO student government Chair handbook. The issue is to be L'lken up by the
offices or student affairs and faculty affairs
Roni Wil son-Vinson, the conflict arose
and
~ he asked that the studen t govermenL
when the ins tructor confronted an entire
representatives
provide input on the maLLer.
class with the allegation that two students in
"My
main
goal
is to make sure that the
their mid ·t had been see n cheating. The
class was then threatened that 1r the accu. ed swdenLc; feel comfortable in th1.; da · room,"
Wilson- inson said.
pair did not come forward, the whole class
Wilson-Vinson went to communication
would be penalized at the end or the
department Chair James E. Sayer to express
quarter.
her concern. Say?r said he sent a note to Dr.
"Their is now a lot of tension in that
see "Misconduct" page 10
class and they don't feel as safe as they

SCOTT URICK

Editor
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WSU Chinese students express hope for China
they are required to work for
five years before they can
Staff Writers
apply to the exchange
program.
The current political
Yuan said the American
ituation in China may till
Embassy and the Chinese
offer som hope for the
consulate are th tight n·
future, but many d ubts st.Ill ing up the requirements for
remain in the mind of
stuclcnt visas, bccau they
Chinese citizen here at
arc concerned that tho
Wright tate.
who come to the United
There are 30 Chine e
States would choose to
students currently attending remain here.
WSU and, although they
One of the issues that is
seem happy to be here,
considered in the visa
many are scared about what application process is
the future may hold for them whether the applicant has a
and the People's Republic of spouse in the United States.
China.
Those who do are rarely
Since the student
granted a visa.
rebellion lOOk place in May
Chinese nationals
and June of last year, the
currently have a requirement
Chinese government has
to return to China for two
shown reluctance in
years after completing their
allowing its citizens LO
studies before applying for
become exchange students. ..permanent resident visas,
Dr. Tsing Yuan, chair of and many never get the
WSU's history department.. chance to return.
says new requirements in
Recent legislation
the exchange program have sponsored by U.S. Rep.
made it increasingly
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
difficult for tudcnts LO get
·would have eliminated that
into the United Stat.cs for ~ requirement, but the
study.
measure was vetoed by
Prospective college
President Bush.
students in China must first
· When Congress resumed
complete one year of
in January, the House of
military training LO be
Representatives overwhelmadmitted. After graduation
ingly voted to override
CINDY HORNER and
CHRISTINE ARNOLD

A scene from last summer's Wright State University candlelight vigil service, held
in memory of those students who were killed or lost relatives at Tianamen
Square .

Bush's veto, but the
measure failed to pass in the
Senate, falling just four
votes short of the required
two-thirds majority.
Many Republican
senators who were formerly
sympathetic to the Chinese
nationals' plight switched
their votes on the issue
under pressure from Bush, mosl notably Sen. Alfonse
D' Amato, R-N.Y.

Bush.had previously
invoked an executive order
allowing those Chinese
nationab in the United
States to remain here, and
since December that ord r
has expanded to cover those
who have arrived ince the
June massacre.
The order now also
includes a provision
allowing Chinese nationals
to seek employment outside

college campuses, which
they could not do before
Dec. 1, 1989.
The one problem
Chinese nationals see with
Bush's plan i that an
executive order can be
revoked at a time when the
president feels the situation
has changed and is no
longer dangerous to returning Chinese citizens.
Yuan said this has left

the Chinese nationals
feeling like "pawns," and
they feel a law should not
have been subject to the
whimsy of the president.
Bu 'h has said the
Slluation 10 hina is very
delicate right now, and
p~ s111g th bill would have
in urrcd furth r rcaCll ons
from Lhc hine ·e government. But, Yuan says, many
of the improvements in
China have been cosmetic
anyway.
The lifting of martial law
was Loulcd by ome as a
po itive step by the Chinese
government, but Yuan said
many of these military men
have only been transferred
to the regular police force,
and the same restrictions
continue.
Kan Zhao, president of
the WSU Chinese Student
Union, said he felt the
Chinese government would
not have done anything if
Congre would have pasSCll
the bill. and a.Quarentlv the
other Chinese students 'here
agree.
Yuan said "on the
whole, the students tend to
have a much poorer view of
the government in China they want to go back, but
not now."

Change in communication curriculum

Governors of Nebraska,
Georgia turn war on drugs
towards college students

time.."We have been
consulting, fighJ.ing, and
News Editor
whatever else we can 'do to
accommodate the needs of
WSU's department of
our students for the past few
communication has reduced years," he said. ·
the number of credit-hours
Th~ result is the reducrequired for a degree in
tion in the minimum number
communication. In an effort of hours and also a change
to "streamline" the curricu- in the.composition of the
lum, according to departcore curriculum. Four of'the
ment Chair James E. Sayer, five classes required for all
students in the department
communicati-On·students
will now need only 55
remain the same: COM 101
credit-hours in communica- (public speaking), 102
(interpersonal communicaLion - down from the
former minimum of 64 - to tion);14 (small group
communication), and 152
graduate. The maximum
number of hours in commu- (mass communication). The
nication that can be applied fifth class, COM 401, is a
new course on communicatowards graduation is 68.
lion theory.
Sayer said the depart"The two big bottlement has been working on
necks," according to Sayer,
the curriculum for some

(CPS) - In trumpeting
aggressive new anti-drug
campaigns, the governors
of Georgia and Nebraska
made punishing college
students a central part of
their state-of-the-state
addresses in mid-January.
In Nebraska, Gov. Kay
Orr asked her legi lature to
force students at the
University of cbraska,
and Chadron, Kearney and
Peru State colleges to sign
statements that they arc
"drug-free" before they can
enroll.
Also under Orr's
proposal, students convicted of a drug offense
would be kicked out of
school.
Students would be
readmitted, Orr said, "after

Graduation credits reduced
ANDANDASHANKAR
MAZUMDAR

that were filling up and
social and industrial
causing problems for
communication, emphasized
communication majors
in a note to the commun icawanting to take upperlion faculty that the curricudivision courses, COM 111
lum change "does not relate
(oral interpretation) and
to· them [social and indusCOM 233 (persuasion),
trial majors] and they should
have been removed from the see me if they have any
core curriculum, although
ques,tions.
they are still available as
Addressing concerns of
electives.
communication StudenL<;
Each of the courses,
regarding the paucity of
according to a memo sent to class offerings, Sayer said,
all communication students "This has been a tough
by Sayer, are three credityear" because of a lack of
hours, for a total of 15
instructors. Dr. Ronald C.
credit-hours. Forty creditFctzer's time spent in China
hours are then left for
and Dr. Pruett's work with
classes in the specialty area the applied behavioral
- communication studies,
science program have
mass communication, or
reduced their availability to
organizational communicainstruction this year. But,
Lion.
Sayer said, "next year it'll
Robert E. Pruett, director of be wonderful."

the second offense if they
proved they've been
rehabilitated."
"It's absurd," complained Nebraska· student
government member Deb
Fiddelke, "to single out
stud nts. Education
shouldn't be u cd as a
political weapon."
Similarly in Georgia,
Gov. Joe Frank Harris
introduced a bill to let state
colleges suspend students
convicted of drug-related
offenses during the term of
their arrest. Violators
would receive no credi t for
work completed during the I
term, and no refund would
be available.
Earlier in the school
year, Illinois state Rep.
see " Drugs" page 3
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Community colleges say plans to lower defaults unfair

I
ci

(CPS) - A U.S.
Department of Education
plan to help lower student
default rates has angered
community college officials,
who charge the effort
unfairly punishes two-year
college students.
''There is a lot of talk
about taking away educational loans from commu-

1ls
,''and
J\d not
o the
idcnt.
1e
.s very
and
+ul I have
wons

nity colleges. That's unfair,"
said Randy Thompson,
financial aid director at
Western Nebraska Community College.
Under the plan, which
went into effect Jan. 1,
schools with high default
rates can be dropped from
the Stafford and supplemental student loan programs if

they don ' t improve their
collection efforts. As a
result, students registered at
those campuses could no
longer get student loans.
"This is a touchy subject.
They should go after schools
with a high dollar amount,
not a high rate," said Jan
Logan, fi nancial aid director
at Southeastern Community

College in Burlington, Iowa.
Two-year colleges do have
the highest default rates. In
fiscal year 1987, 18 percent
of all borrowers from public
two-year schools defaulted,
and 33 percent of all
borrowers from proprietary
schools defaulted.
Yet Logan maintains
such numbers are mislead-

fr m an

Pi Kappa Alpha punished for hazing

~ovc m

ays , many
1tS in
·osmctic
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1e as a
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fuan said
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::.sident of
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have passed
!lfentlv the
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(CPS) - Florida's
Stets0n University officially
kicked a fraternity accused
of hazing off campus while
another national fraternity,
Zeta Beta Tau, reported its
experimental ban on
pledging seems to have
eliminated hazing in its
chapters around the country.
At Stetson, officials
notified Pi Kappa Alpha
president Steve Gionis by
letter Jan.9 that they would
not let the chapter, convicted of degrading pledges,

conducting "a public stunt"
The house's problems go
and inflicting mental abuse, back to 1988, when a female
back onto campu .
student charged she was
"We're • • • • • • • • • • raped by fravery
ternity mem"Hazing, however
disapbers after a
severe, is repugnant... party.
pointed,"
and is vigorously
Gionis
said,
"Hazing,
opposed by national
adding
however
fraternity leadership" severe, is
that the
-Louis Brakeman
repugnant to
national Pi
Kappa
the values of
this university and is vigorAlpha will vote next
summer whether or not to
ously opposed by national
fraternity leadership,"
expel his chapter.

Stetson Provost Louis
Brakeman said.
Most nationals have
adopted anti-hazing policies
during the past three years.
In August, moreover,
two national - Zeta Beta
Tau and Tau Kappa Epsilon
- went further, completely
banning pledging which,
they said, sometimes leads
to hazing. Students would
become full members upon
invitation instead of having
to endure a prolonged
"initiation period."

ing. Since two-year college
enrollments are fairly small,
so is the actual number of
loans in default. In addition,
two-year college students'
loans tend to be for less
money because it takes less
money to go to two-year
colleges.
Logan's own Southeastern, for example, had a

default rate of 22 percent in
1988, a number that would
have earned it probation in
federal loan programs.
However, if 22 percent of
the students who had)oans ,
last year eventually default,
it would still be "only"
about 44 bad loans, far less
than the number at a large
university.

Drugs
continued from page 2

Jerry Weller (R) said
he would introduce a bill
to give preference in
awarding state aid l9
students who provide a
clean urine sample. Under
the plan, students who
submit to a drug test and
come up clean would get
preference over an equally
qualified applicant who

refuses to take the test
Already, students who
get federal grants have to
sign a statement promising
they don't and won't use
illegal drugs. Additionally,
college officials are
required to have some
kind of anti-drug program
in place.
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Franklin County Children SerVICes (f{CS) wants
yoo to pn us in our mission ot helping children.
FCCS has highly competitive salaries and
excellent benefits for applicants meeting these
requirements: MSW or related area and/or
Bachelor Degree plus minimum 3 years post·
degree relevant social/health care work
experience. FCCS is an EOE/AA Employer.
Mail resume to:
Franklin County Children ServKes
ATTN· Human Resources D1v151on
Box 1185 E Broad Street. Columbus. Ohio 43205
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WSU clubs provide new adventures for students
RICH WARREN
Starr Writer

Company, and The Wright
Wriders LO mention a few.
However, I would like Lo
Since the studen here al write about three that
particularly interested mcWright Statc largely
commute, student organiza- Thc Adventurer ' Guild,
tion form an important part The Otherworldcr • and The
Medievali ts. Th e
of our campus life. Wright
sounded somewhat far from
State has a wide variety of
organizations, ranging from the beaten path, and
therefore few people
the traditional fraternity/
probably know of their
sorority variety, to academic, religious, athletic,
existence.
The Adventurers' Guild
and special interest clubs.
is a club " ... to allow and
Just flipping through the
twenty-two page directory
encourage Dungeons and
Dragons players to a scmble
of student organizations, I
and play the game 'Adfound many that sounded
interesting: The Surgery
vanced Dungeons and
Club, The Rolling Stock
Dragons' and to enjoy the

social and intellectual
stimulation it offers."
(Adventurers' Guild
Constitution.)
The club's advi or D ug
aul ha tcned LO add that it
was not simply a bunch of
people gathering to play a
game. While the main
emphasis is the Friday night
meetings when five or more
individual groups gather for
weekly games, the club as a
whole also writes a semircgular newsletter containing artwork and torics by
club members and plans
larger events-like their
Grand Mclee of several
Saturdays back.

The Medievalists is
Wright State's branch of the
Society for Creative
Ana hronism (an intcmationaJ organi1..ation that
tudics and remembers the
middle ages by reenactment.) In this club, the
members adopt "per onas"
or Lake on the roll of a
person who could have lived
between 900-1500 A.O.
They create appropriate
clothing and learn many of
the appropriate arts and
experiences of that period.
The WSU Medievalist Club
has helped sponsor many
medieval fairs year round,
including celebrations of the

twelfth day of Chri tmas
and Harvest and an arts and
sciences competition_. The
interest in the group ranges
fr m pure hi tori al intcrc t
to juggling, archery,
" imulated trcngth at
arm ," medieval ard
games, and story and ong
writing and telling.
Otherworlders i a club
trying to expand the
understanding of science
fiction and fantasy. They
arrange discussions on
current topics and trend in
icncc fiction and fantasy ,
aucnd science fiction
conventions where they
often meet authors and

actors, and view science
fiction and fantasy vidcosboth new release and the
etas ic . The Othcrworlders
al o ha two pecial interest
gr up
The Tr k.kics and
the Whovians-that arc
primarily int rest d in Star
Trek and Dr. Wh .
While the c thr groups
interested m , they might
not intcrc t you. For a full
listing of every student
group on campu please stop
by Student Organizations
and Leadership Dev lop·
mcnt, 0~5 University
Center. You arc urc to find
that group you arc looking
for.

~Jiid~nt leadership at WSU
Try staying at home and cocooning
iJ.Pp,Qnta·nt fo J)r:ug Awareness BARBARA ISAACS ing dust
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.,,,, 'RAAP (Raider Alcohol
professionals across the
faculty a1id administration. Awareness Ptogram)
country,
will coincide with National Team," said President
Drug Awareness .:·
Colleg~teDrug Awateness. MulholJan. '"'ll iS jn I.he best Week'' at WSU will
Weel<.:·(N'CDA W)~ Students·.:· inter~ students, faculty; . incluqe pre-game activities

MulhoUfuf tOday oftiC.1alty

a eontinoation of alcohol
and other drug education

me
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©1990, USA TODAY/
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students to m!lkc responsible activities PoS iblc."
decisions tegardiog drugs,"
. Activities on the WSU
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campu will coincide with
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These days, with
pressure a they arc, iL i
tempting to take one
weekend, hole up at home
and tell the world to take a
hike.
Some people cal l iL
cocooning. You don't have
to put a fancy name on it.
Just unplug the phone or
make a pact not Lo pick up
the line no matter how
persuasive the callers on the
answering machine get.
There are at least 100
things you could do when
you just want to get away
from it all for a weekend,
without leaving the comfortable confines of your abode.
First, stock up on
supplies. This mi ght be the
most crucial rule for the
perfect getaway.
What you might need:
- Videotapes. Get
some of the latest releases or
opt for classics you've never
seen. Or follow a theme,
like renting as many Mel
Gibson movies as you can
find . Then curl up with the
remote, and enjoy.
Another idea would be to
play old home movies or
break out videos of "L.A.
Law" from three seasons
ago that have been collect-

- Record albums.
Depends on what you are
into. Is this is a solo
weekend or is a significant
other or children involved?
If it is a romantic weekend,
some mainstream jazz is
alway inviting (like Kenny
G's new live double album).
Some other offerings
that are worth a listen:
Quincy Jones' "Back on the
Block," which appeals LO
almost any taste, or Bonnie
Rain's "Nick of Time."
Or just hit a record tore
and browse. Find that old
Squeeze, Beatles or Cream
album you and your sweetheart once loved.
Take a look in sections
you might not normally
check and ta.kc a chance on
something new.
Talk to salespeople to
find oul what you'd like
best, or pick up a recent
Rolling Stone magazine Lo
sec what they're recommending.
For affordability, go to
the public library, where
there are plenty of cassettes,
albums, CDs and vidcocasscucs.
- Magazines and
new papers. Buy the
pleasures you don't nor
mally admit to reading
(People, Us, National
Enquirer or whatever).
Destroy them al the end

up reputable papers and
magazines you never get
enough time Lo read.
- Food. Plan a few
recipe you have always
wanted to try and get all the
ingredients. Take a li!)Lso
you won't forget anything.
And allow yourself the
luxury of ordering pizza and
other delivered fare if you
don't want LO deal with
shopping.
Buy snack galore, make
fudge, or make a batch of
chocolate-chip cookies.
With the proper ingredi·
ents on hand, any weekend
can be turned into a sdfabsorbed carnival of fu n.
- Play games. There
are a number of new board
games that are fun,
including the new Trivial
Pursuit. Break out an old
standby like Monopol y or
Scrabble.
Learn a new card game.
Even Solit.a.ire is good.
You could even gel a
book on reading the future
through cards, and tell your
mate and family members
what you foresee.
- Read a book. You
can't underestimate this one,
especially when combined
with a bubble bath. This is
the perfect chance Lo gel at
an old classic you've
been meaning to read for
see "Get-away" page 6
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Brian Forsythe takes time out to talk about Kix
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YVON NE LIPP
Music Writer
Hagerstown , Maryland.
Yes, Maryland, and in 1978
a couple of guys got
together to get their ki k .
The boy of the r k
group Kix are ind· ·d doing
just what th y intend d.
Currently riding high on
their single, "Don't Close
Your Eyes," and crisscrossing the country with
Whitesnake, axeman Brian
Forsythe took some time out
and let us know what's
happening with him and the
band.

The Guardian: The Kix
clan has been together for
over ten years now. You've
obviously done something
before "B low My Fuse."
Could you let the fans in on
the earlier material?
Brian Forsythe: We've
only got three other albums
- the self-titled one in
198l ; "Cool Kids" in 1983
and " Midnight Dynamite" in
1985. We also worked on
the soundtrack of "Johnny
Be Good." It was a track
called "Ring Around the
Rosie."
TG: Being together so

Times Are Busy For Adam Ant
YVONNE LIPP
Music Writer
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The beginning of this
month marked the U.S.
release of the ei nhth album
by Adam Ant, Mu1111er and
Physique. Although this is
the fir t new relca~ since
1985 when he released Vtve
Lt Rock, Adam has been
anything short of idl .
He released a •rcate ·t
hits compilation 111 1987 • d
took his acting talents to e
stage and screen. Adam and
his antics landed him in the
lead role in a Briti h stage
play. American • -. .
got to enjoy him tne
feature films Slan. mce,
Cold Steel , and Nomads,
with Pierce Brosn:m. Adam
also got involved in th
small screen. You cau h
him doing his stu ff
shows like "The q ia
-,"
"Amazing Stories
television movie r_ •
week, Out of Time.
The new album is more
mainstream than some of his
previous efforts. The lyrics
are written with sincerity
and enough strangeness to
make the album unique. The
topics cover sex, love, and
the world around us.
On the technical side the
album was produced by
Andre Cymonc, whom you
might remember from his
days from Prince. The
Writers were mainly Adam
and his longtime partner in
Crime, Marco Pirroni, with
input from Andre and ex -

Dexy 's Midnight Runner,
Kevin Rowland.
The top tracks on the
album include the title track,
"Bright Lights, Black
Leather," "Anger Inc.," and
the current single," Room at
the Top. " Information on
which one is the second
ingle has not yet reached
my ears and although tour
plans are in the works, there
has yet to be a band or
schedule set up.
The best opinion I can
offer is buy this one! It is an
excellent piece of art and
well worth the money. I
think it is Adam's best effort
to date. I was truly impressed with the style and
sophistication that is
presented on this musical
endeavor. So give it a spin
and stay tuned to Inside
Infonnation for concert
infonnation as it becomes
available.

long and not going national
has got to be discouraging.
How many line-up changes
did Kix go through in order
to find the right formula?
BF: None. We've all
been here since the beginning, which is great because
we can see our hard work
pay off together.
TG: Why do you think
you finally broke?
BF: We got a good break
getting a big tour like Ratt
last year and now Whitesnake. Also the fact that rock
is fashionable right now. We
also got some help from the
scene in L.A. KNAC Radio
and the clubs like Whiskey
& Roxy really helped us

OUL

TG: I read that you
worked with Tom Werman
who has produced bands
like Motley Crue. How was
it working with someone of
that stature?
BF: It was fantastic. The
atmosphere was really
relaxed. He didn't try and
change us; he just brought
out the best in us.
TG: Well, besides the
new producer,. what other
changes went on with his
album?
BF: We got a new
management team, and our
new publicist, Debra
Rosher, has been super. She

believes in us which saves
us some time in promoting
ourselves. Before we were
doing the work, knocking on
every door; our publicist
was only paying attention to
the big bands.
TG: What does the band
like to do in its spare time?
BF: Nothing - there's
no money! (Laughs.) Really,
though, we are doing what
we love, so we spend our
time writing, recording and
touring. I have started a
guitar collection of sorts.
My favorite is a 1961
Melody Maker. I got it when
I was just 14.
TG: Before the two big

national tours, who have
you had to work with?
BF: We've done opening
spots for Z:Z Top, Aerosmith, Triumph and The
Tubes amongst others.
TG: Well, Brian, I'd like
to wish you good luck and
continued success in the
future.
BF: Thanks a lot. We'll
see ya on the road.
Kix is currently on the
road with Whitesnake. The
boys in the band are
guitarists Brian Forsythe
and Ronnie Younkins,
vocalist Steve Whiteman,
drummer Jimmy Chalfant
and bassist Donnie Purnell.

"Gospel singer reaches to new musical heights"
CHRIS CATO
Associate Writer
Edwin Hawkins has
been one name synonymous
with contemporary gospel
music. Having scored
successes with workshop
choirs around the country as
well as projects with star
siblings Walter and
Tramaine, he has brought
the Hawkins name to a
music standard much like
the Jacksons in pop. Edwin
has now brought a new
album, Face To Face, to his
collection of timely spirituals.
Distributed by the
Lection/Polygrarn label,
Face To Face is an album
that showcases how Hawkins gets better with time.

Hawkins co-produced the
album with veteran R&B
producer/songwriter Skip
Scarborough, who has
worked with Earth Wind
and Fire and jazz legend
Nancy Wilson. The sounds
are so very secular, the
lyrics have to be heard to
keep in mind that Hawkins

Tramaine Hawkins) and
"Still the Need Goes On."
The best cut is perhaps ''I'll
Make it Over," which is
Hawkins' perso~ testimony of faith.
Despite the gospel
theme of Face To Face, it is
an album to be enjoyed by
gospel and pop fans alike.

Vintage programming included in new sci-fl channel
By MATT ROUSH
©1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network
Is there room for a
network totally devoted to
out-of-this-world programming?
Entrepreneur Mitchell
Rubenstein of Boca Raton,

r-~-----------------~---,

Mail .. F

is a gospel artist. This album
definitely takes him to a
to a higher level musically.
While all the songs
featured on the album are
delightful, the three most
notable would be the rather
rhythmic "If At First You
Don't Succeed," "Sacrifice
of Praise" (a duet with

WHEELCHAIR
SPECIALISTS

A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROVIDED BY BREA THCO

The Premier Repair Company in Dayton!!
I

'FREE LABOR with this coupon
Valid on First Visit
24 hour on call 434-5308
1-800-242-6348
, Not just repair but also sales!
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Fla., is convinced there's
an audience out there "with
an enormous pent-up
demand for science fiction
and fantasy." New Year's
Eve, he plans to launch the
Sci-Fi Channel.
He's committing SSO
million and expects 5
million to 8 million subscribers to start.

And what will they be
watching? Vintage genre
programming, movies and
TV, "My Favorite Martian"
and "Dark Shadows" to
BBC cult hit "Doctor Who"
-depending on what's
available. But two-thirds of
the schedule will be
see "Sci-ft" page 6

Michael J. Fox
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Local' llalid~ ·rli~e
JASON BERTA
Associate Writer

The Other Side/Live at
Sudsy Malone's, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Thursday, February
22nd
As I stepped into
Sudsy's for the first time, I
was shocked to find myself
in a laundromat. I later
cli covered that thi place
was known as mu h for
oap suds as beer suds.
Soon, I was led to to the bar
section where the how was
about to begin.
Musically, The Other

OQ
ther Side , ''flawless''

Side can only be described
as flawless.
As I watched them
onstage, I noticed none of
the mistakes that separate a
bar show from a concert
performance.
The guitars were
passionate but disciplined.
The vocals were sung, not
screamed. The drum s were
intense, but not out of
control. Thi band wor
well bccau e it work
together. No one how off,
or overpowers anOLher
member with volume, or
takes the spotlight away

from the rest of the band.
This cohesiveness gives The
Other Side a definite Rush
feel. The set was also
selected well.
The cover songs were
excellent as well, ("Helter
Skelter" and " I Melt With
You" stand out), and their
original c; were as pleasing Lo
the car as the more fam ii iar
tunes. The crowd re pon c
wa de ervcdly ecstatic. It
t k the audience all of
fifteen minutes to get on the
dance floor, where they
remained for most of the

evening. Cheers rang out
after every song and usually
could be heard throughout
the performance. It was no
secret that The Other Side
had provided a good time
for all.

The Other Side play at
Sudsy's on most Thur days
and are certainly w nh the
dollar admi ion. The have
al o expre cd intcre t in
playing May Daze and
certainly have my vote.
They would surely make a
great contribution to the
fes ti vi t.: ~s.

New tunes come out on compact disc
RICHARD ANT ORO
(CPS)
Negati\•eland - ''Helter
tupid" (SST)
Brill iant satire and ocial
commentary only occasionally giv ing the nod to any
ercal musical output. Read
the liner notes to find out
what's going on. But they
blow away the Residents on
the best day they ever lived.
(Great)
AJter-Natives - "Buzz"
(SST)
Brisk, intelligent
instrumental music, which
owes its outlook somewhat
to the best work of Frank
Zappa Real melodies
played by good musicians
who obviously enjoy what
they are doing. Despite the
long timings, they waste

little music and don' t try to
outsmart the listener. They
have something good to
offer. (Good)

by individual members
it has, instead, a definaLc
before they knew anyth ing
ensc of its own ridiculou ·about a reunion. Kantncr's
ncss and a beat whi h
postures on world peace
pounds the Ii tcncr into
sound like aging hippie
subm ission. She gleefull y
garbage, especially in light
Grant Hart - ''Intoleraccepts whatever po ition
ance" (SST)
of his work wi th the
the Boys choo c and they
Drummer Hart's second lamentable Jefferson
arc good at bending her into
solo L.P. is a brisk, someAirplane. Kaukonen'
pretzel shapes. Thi C.D. is
what rockabill y affair. It's
guitarwork still jangles, but sweaty and hard-worki ng.
filled with sincere primal
it doesn' t roar. His contribu- (Good)
angst associated with only
lions remind us not of
the truest rock ' n' roll. A big Airplane, but of Hot Tuna.
Joe Strummer •
improvement over last
Toward the end, the group
"Earthquake Weather"
year's wimpy offering.
gathers together and almost (Epic)
Strummer's first solo
pulls it off. But alas, their
(Good)
material is too stale.
album is a pastiche of style
(Boring)
and textures. He handles the
Jefferson Airplane
(Epic)
whole thing well , rarely
Vastly disappointing
Liza Minelli - "Results" embarrassing himself in the
process. However, he does
entertainment from the band (Epic)
not exactly come across as a
that should have produced
Liza goes English and
the only really working
enlists the Pet Shop Boys as bold stylist, either. Strumcomeback album so far. It's her co - conspirators on an
mer does not have one, and
a sloppy, piecemeal affair
album which could have
this situation wrecks the
mood. (Fair)
consisting of songs wriuen
been a laughable mess. But

Get-away
continued from page 4

years, or pick up that new
Stephen King best seller.
- Plan your garden.
This time of year, seed
companies do the hard sell
on seed catalogs, and it is an
appropriate time to plant
seedlings so they will be
ready for spring. Apartment
dwellers can transplant
plants cramped into toosmall pots.
-Watch TV. This is
something usual , but you
can make it different by
~owing to watch only
classic movies or educational shows. Or you can

plot the weekend around
MI'V, Video Soul and VH1. Pick a theme and follow
it
- Miss the mall?
Shop at home and peruse all
those catalogs that keep
piling up. Even if you don't
buy a thing, it's fun to sec
what's new.
- Nap. There's no
reason why you can'tjust lie
around and take as many
naps aS you please. The best
thing about a weekend when
you're a slave to no one is
that you set your own
agenda.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
•KICKOFF- National Collegiate Drug Awareness
week- pre game announcement of RAAP
Team Hotline at 7:00 p .m. in main gym
•Developmental Leadership Series- Diversity in
Leadership at 7:00 p .m . in 116 Health
Sciences Building
•Raider Men's basketball at home against
Ashland at 7:30 p.m. in the main gym
•When Harry Met Sally - big screen tv at 5:00
p.m. in the Rat
•Word Wednesday - Rap and Soul music and
dance with live DJ at 7:30 p.m. in the Rat
THURSDAY, MARCH 1
•Sailing Oub meets at 4:00 p.m. in 045 UC
•Developmental Leadership Series - Reality of
the Workplace at 7:00 p.m. in116 Health
Sciences Building
•Funny Bone Trip - UCB trip to Cincinna tti
comed y club leaves fro m Rike lot at 6:30
p.m. Tickets arc $3.00 at UCB B) Offi ce
• WSU Students Clean a nd Sober- Q 'r ,.\ •,
RAAP Team mem bers wod,inb ~ubricty
programs at 6:00 p .m. in the Upper
Hearth Lounge
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
•Tha Best of Eddie Murphy - big screen tv at 11:30
a.m. in the Rat
•Metropolitan Universities Student Initiatives
Conference (MUSIC) - registration 3-6:00
p.m . in 155 A,B, & C Uni versi ty Center Mocktail event spon or d by RAAP
Tea m
•Jazz at the Center - featuring The Steve Schmidt
Trio and Watersign a t 4:00 p.m. in the
UC Faculty Dinig Room
•UCB Comedy Week Comedian - at 8:00p.m . in
the Rat
•Real Life - Wright State Cinema at 9:00 p.m. in
116 Health Sciences Building
SATURDAY,MARCH 3
•Raider Wrestling - at home againstEdinboro at
2:30p.m.
•Raider Men's basketball - at Chicago State at
8:30p.m.
•Real Life - Wright State Cinema at 9:00p.m. in
116 Health Sciences Building
SUNDAY, MARCH 4
•Hiroshima Mon Amour - Wright State Cinema at
7:00 p.m. in 116 Health Sciences Building
MONDAY, MARCH 5
•Blade Runner - big screen tv at 3:00 p.m. in the
Rat
•Raider Men's basketball - at Northern Illinois at

8:05p.m.
•RAAP night in the Rat - a showing of Bright
Lights, Big City with free snacks and
drinks at 8:00 p.m. in the Rat
TUESDAY,MARCH 6
•Alternative Tuesday - alternative music and
dance with live DJ at 7:30 p.m. in the Rat

Wright State Cinema: $1.50 - WSU students
$2.50 - staff I farn lty
$3.00 - all others
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expands prepaid tuition program
DICK KIMMINS

every day."
Abbut 10,800 Ohioans
have signed up so far, but no
actual college tuition credits
have been sold. Initial
COLUMBUS, Ohio enrollees soon will receive
Even though a crucial tax
contracts through which
question is still undecided,
they can buy from I to 400
Ohio's Tuition Trust
separate credits at $33 a
Authority is planning a
credit. Each 100 credits
second enrollment period
equals one year's tuition at
for the state's prepaid
any Ohio public college or
college tuition program.
university beginning with
Response so far to the
the 1990-91 college year.
three-month-old program is
The per credit cost is
cautious, according to Eric
higher than expected, while
Parks, executive director of
the number of people who
the authority. "But we
have paid the $30 initial ,
expected that," he said.
one-time enrollment fee is
"We're a start-up agency,
lower than expected. The
and there arc new c hallenges populari ty of the progrnm is
©1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network

ess
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DENNIS KELLY
© 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network
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A fourth of the nation's
students think they can
experiment with drugs
without slipping into drug
abuse, and that figure rises
the older a student gets, a
new survey says.
Scholastic magazine says

:00
·r -
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regular testing of high
schoolers for drug use; only
33 percent of juniors and
seniors agree.
- Only 33 percent of
students say drug education
programs are working.
Robinson says this
shows kids are resistant to
standard anti-drug rhetoric.
"They' re a tough
audience, and the older they
are, the harder it is."

Professional Librarian
Comprehensive in all
subject areas.

124 D,ayton Street
Yellow Springs, Ohio
767-9499
Complete selection of smoking supplies

Corperate Research Group
277-3598
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The survey, conducted
with the classroom TV news
show CNN Newsroom,
shows:
- The percentage of
students who think they can
use dru~s without abusin~

them rises from 13 percent
for fifth and sixth graders to
41 percent for 11th and 12th
graders. "That's dangerous"
but not surprising, Robinson
says. "They think they are
immortal."
- 33 percent-vf.students
say drugs are easily obtainable at school; 50 percent of
11th and 12th graders say
that' s so.
- 44 percent favor

Research
Services

:

68 Pine Hurst
Dayton, OH 45405
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maybe one of the biggest
we've ever had, which
suggests the intensity of
interest," says Scholastic
president Richard Robinson.
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see "Tuition" page 10

sponses from students in
grades 5 to 12 to a 15
question survey on drug use
conducted in December.
" It 's a big response,

in

at

allow it to deduct from its
expected investment
earnings its annual payout to
Ohio public colJeges.
Without such a ruling,
the authority's federal tax
bill may exceed its annual
earnings, thus killing the
program. The IRS already
has ruled that individuals
who buy the tuition credits
will be required to pay
federal income tax on their
increase in value.
The individual tax
liability will become due
when the credits arc used,
not as the credits increase in
value over time.
"We know we will be

Students are not afraid of drug abuse

cc

at

expected to increase, but so
is the cost.
Parks and consultants to
the state program anticipate
that between 20 percent and
30 percent of the people
who have paid the sign-up
fee will not buy any credits.
That is based on a
projection by Coopers &
Lybrand, an accounting
program hired by the state,
and the experience of a
similar program in Michigan.
An adverse tax ruling by
the Internal Revenue
Service, however, is the
darkest cloud on the
authority's horizon. The
state is asking the IRS to

Attractive ladies
all types and styles.
Many openings.
No experience
necessary,
excellent pay.
Reply to:

P.O. Box 428828
Cinn. OH 45242
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They should practice what they preach

Barflies fire back Th
Trustees not a plus for public image
To the Editor:

Really cute! Rea!Jy smooth!
At a time when Wright State' number one goal seems
to be the tabli hment of a more positive public image, it'
only filling that the Board of Tru tees goes jetting off lO the
Bahama Lo hold a meeting. I am, of cour , being sarcastic.
Thi has got be the biggc t public relation boner
ever pulled.
Gramed, the planning of the field trip wa rather artful.
No one got wind of it until just a few day pri r to departure. In fact the trustees were out of town and back before
most of the student body knew anything a ut it.
No laws were violated, and no rules were broken (the
Sunshine laws have been bandied about), but that's not
what most people are upset about. The whole thing just
feels sneaky and underhanded.
The Dayton Daily News has had a field day with
WSU's public image on both the news and editorial pages
and the trustees didn't do a hell of a lot to Lem it. In the
Sunday edition of the Dayton Daily Max Jenning'
editorial laid waste to the whole idea of WSU as a positive
part of the community. It wasn't so much what was wriLLen
as the nice liule map that ran with the piece.
One would think that the people who run our university
would know better than to respond to a request for the
location of the BoT meetings with a map of the Bahamas
with the island circled. Either itcwas a very poor joke that
was very irresponsible, or it was the most awe in piring act
of stupidity ever undertaken. I think an explanation would
be in CX"der if not a tiff reprimand and an apology lO the
DDN.
Who a tuaJly paid for the whole thing anyway? Without
missing a heartbeat one i told that one of the trust.ees
footed the bill to the tune of nearly $25,000. But it's nm
until later that the one realizes that the nice trustee (or hi
particular corporation) that footed the bill probably needed

omc ort of juicy tax write off. So there again the average
tax payer tand holding the bag. Who really gets tuck
holding the bag each time one of these high buck operators
finds a new way to kate his taxc ?
If the need to give (or gain a write off) was so immense,
why wa n' t the money pent on one of the many thing
right here on campus that arc screaming for funds. IL
d n't take a rocket scicnti t to sec that $25.000 would
have gone a hell of lot farther than a weekend in the
Bahamas.
If one tries to take the decision to go to the Bahamas in
the best light, it is nothing more than the selfish abuse of
their positions with the university. One does not need to sec
the itinerary, or to see how much Lime was sent working or
out on the beach. The mere fact that they went says enough.
One would tend to believe that the board knew ahead of
Lime of the controversy that would be created. Why else the
ecrccy in planning the trip?
One has to wonder, however, about the darker possibilities for the motive for the trip. AL a Lime when change
seem to be a wholesale commodity at the university, is
there something to hide? ls there a reason that the Board of
Trustees needs to sneak off to far away places to conduct
business where they won't be found out? One hopes not.
Pat O'Brien was quoted in the DDN as saying the
university was perceived as a last resort for students who
were academically deficient and that WSU needs to be a
larger force in the community.
It is ironic that she said this at the very meeting that has
tarnished our image in that regard. Maybe WSU was
perceived as a last resort campus, but at least that wasn't as
bad as being perceived as a last resort campu with trustee
who choose to operate on the hadier ide of ethics.
Scott W. Urick
Editor-in-Chief

We, the brothers of Beta Phi Omega (Barflies), don't
know who you arc or what your problem might be, but
we ha c come to an obviou conclu ion: you don 't know
what you arc talking about. Fir. t of all, what you arc
L rming "Community Spirit", hould be hanged to
" ommunity Drunken tupidity." It s unds a if you
have a real intelligent group at " ·ir LLaurel." D
your
bellybutton get tired of hearing your drunk n tupidity?
Who kn ws, it might even hold a n er · ti n with you.
Although it w uld be a on er • Lion at a le cl over your
head.
Secondly, you obviously kn w nothing about the
Greek System or the fraternal mt.:aning of Broth rhood. lf
you did , you would have written your " ommunity
Spirit" more along the lines of helping each other with
real life problems. Do you help ca h other with chool,
getting a job, and personal problems, or do you ju:-.t gel
drunk all the time and publicly announce Lhe fact that
you contribute to minors everyday?
Finally, you know nothing about Lh Barnies at all.
We have one of the most diverse groups on campus. We
talk with whom we want, party with whom we want, and I
nobody lose any friends. Everyone gain - new friends. I
Unlike your group's motives, we also ha ca Row-AThon in the moat yearly to raise money for United
Cerebral Palsy. When was the la t time you did some- j
thing like that? As for teaching us to party, forget it! We
have had the Pumpkin Hunt going on for over twenty I
years. Try throwing a party for 600 people and have your
"First Laurel" groupies stay sober. Or is the word sober
not ifl your vocabulary? Ii you do throw a party like
Pumpkin Hunt, don't forget to call M.A.D.D. to get
Designated Driver buuons and olhcr'i<teas to make the
party safe. Mention Beta Phi Omega, and they might be
more willing to help.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Beta Phi Omega

GUARDIAN
THE

The Guardian, an independent newspaper, is printed Wednes·
day during the regulars hool year, bi-monthly during swnmcr
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Staff efforts ignored
by apathetic students

The WSU greeks would like to take
this opportunity to set us straight

s), don't
, but
1n 't know
1 arc
to
you
your
1pidny?
~itl1 you.
er your

To the Editor:
Extremely frustrating (!) are the feelings I have
about this paper and the disinterested faculty concerning Raider Week and Raider Daze. I think everyone,
faculty included, has had a busy, rough Winter term and
everyone deserves a break. So a group of people from
organizations like UCB, lCC, Student Development
etc., came together to give Wright State it's well
deserved break- but has anyone really heard about the
Daze? or the activities this week?
The faculty and departments haven't, in general,
participated or supported their students. The Guardian
ran one or two articles late in the week to "promote" it
What's wrong with Wright State? Why don't we get
people coming back here for games, lectures, etc.?
Because nine times out of ten no one knows anything is
going on and the people who should help support the
activities don't care.
Please start to care!

To the ditor:
considered larvae.
The member of the Greek comm unity would like an
Being Greek gives an individual an opportunity to make
opportunity to respond to the arti le which you wr tc
many new friends in addition to their old friends. The
Greek affi liation is also a chance to hold a leadership
concerning the Barflies and the Greek community in
position and enables people to work well with large groups
general. To begin with, we would like to point out that we
of people. We are not paying for friends. Dues go for
do nm promote under age drinking. Ea h group h their
philanthropy projects and insurance for parties and other
own alcoh 1 policy. These policic arc enforced at eac h
necessary things.
party and recognized by our ationa l Headquarters. In
Jl the
Hazing is the final point we would like to bring up.
erh . If ~lion to these policies we have designated drivers to
Hazing is illegal and detrimental to friendships and the
make sure that there are no unnecessary tragedies. You do
nity
not have to be Greek to drink or vice versa. There arc many sense of community we have achieved. Each Greek
er with
Organization has their own unique initiation. None of these
members who do not drink at all and arc not prejudged
chool,
events include "getting friendly with farm animals" or
ju-..t get 1 because they do not. They arc as much a part of the
anything else that would degrade the individual.
organizations as any other member.
Cl that
In closing we would like to encourage the Wright State
Another point we would like to address is the comment
community
not to base their opinions on one man's narrowmade
concerning
our
lounge
activities.
Beta
Phi
Omega
is
~s at all. \
minded slander. Listen to the facts and if you have quesnpus. We not the only group who sits in the lounge. All the other
tions, ask someone who really understands the truth.
want, and Greek group spend time there also, as well as the athletes,
Sincerely,
the progressives, people studying, and other students just
fri nds.
The Greek Community of
~g through. The lounge is for everyone on campus,
ow-AWright State University
lld
poeple
who
stop
in
to
visit
with
friends
should
not
be
iled
1 someget it! We
twenty I
,,
1have your
"Editorials without by-lines reflect a majority
to the Editor:
ord ober
opinion of the editorial board. Editorials with a by-line
y like
reflect 1he opinion of the wri1er. Views expressed in
On Thursday, February 8, 1990, Scott Urick took a
to get
columns
and carlooons are 1hose of 1he wri1ers and
land on an i e be felt needed to be opened to the general
nak:e the
ariisls,
and
do nol necessarily reflect the consensus of
publjc at Wright State. A minority of people at this school
might be
1he
staff"
llleo came down to the Guardian's office to lynch him, and
Now in ScoU's article you do see a by-line. Scou
possibly the rest of the staff there. My que tion to the
takes
full responsibility for what he has said and lays his
people is who is at fault here. Scott has every right to
hiOmega publish what he wants. Back in 1776 our forefathers wrote opinions on no one else's shoulders. But as I said before
He has every right to do so. And those of you who do
bllething called the Bill of Rights. where everyone was
have an opinion yourselves can have them printed in the
given certain inalienable rights. One of which was the
Guardian.
Just send a leuer to the editor.
fi?tdom of speech. Not only that, but the freedom of the
press. And if you read Urick' letter in the Thur day,
eel Wcdnes·
Dave White
February 15 paper, he speaks of thi · him elf.
.iring wnmcr
Hu
man Factors Engineering Major
Now on to blame, if you read the back page of February
ts of Wright
Sophomore
15th's paper, vou will see thi :
>ayton. Ohio

Lesa Stingley
History Jr
'·
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U.S. schools aren't teaching
DENNIS KELLY
©1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network

says.
Of 852 elementary and
secondary social studies and
geography teachers surveyed nationwide by mapNearly 90 percent of
making finn Rand McNally:
geography and social studies
- 92 percent say
teachers rate geography
geograpmc illiteracy could
instruction in U.S. sch 1
leave U.S. citizen unable to
as poor or fair, a new urvey appreciate Olher cultures or

eno~gh

compete in a global marketplace.
- 72 percent say
te<tchers don't receive
adequate geography
training.
- 75 percent say
goography d n't get
enough attention in hool
- that it' taught with

Tuition

history or social studies,
rarely as a single-subject
course.
"I think the problem is
realJy a societal problem,"
says Jim Marran of New
Trier High School, Winnetka, Ill., who heads a
geography education
project.

"Geography is simply
not a national priority."
One olution, 86
percent say, is to require
high school tudents to pass
a geography comse to
graduate.
Also important: more
geography instruction for
teach rs.

Environment
becoming
fashionable

Ca

ANITA MANNING
JEFFL
©1 990, USA TODAY/
Sports E
Apple ColJege lnfonnati<Xt
Network
Some

realize ti

Fashion de igners
and eve~
and retail r are taking on !Ill as y1
the environment were. E
pr m ting cco-conscious. arecom1
continued from pmge1
n in ad , promotions
else.
happen to any nc. Marie
reque I.Cd fr m administraand campaign for the
Satur
Nordqui t, the driver, was
tion that the nag be at halfcause.
madcm
half-a-mile from his e.xit"
mast on campu ."The
It' not ju t another
In hi!
when the collision occurred. administration consented to fashion fad, says Christian
sectional
"They were both really good the request. The flag was
Gilbert of the Fashion
Grecnon
friends. They were too
lowered Tuesday and will
Service. "Sure, it's hip to Bcnjami1
young to die," he said. "This again be lowered Friday.
be green, but fashion
Hobart A
is devastating to everyone in
Nordquist's funeral was reflects social is ues ...
oodition
the fraternity."
held Tuesday at the First
We' re very concerned
ties atTli
Hicks expressed apprePresbyterian Church in
about what is happening sportS WI
ciation to the Greek commu- Troy. According to Hosford, with our planet"
born Dai
nity, "We want to thank the Ervin's funeral is set for 10
E.x.pre ions of the usassi!
Greek community for their
a.m. Friday in Novelty. The trend:
!3JllC.
suppon, namely Zeta Tau
viewing will be from 7 p.m.
- Esprit's spring
In the
Alpha, Delta Zeta, Alpha
to 9 p.m. Thursday. The
catalog, now printed on !ale Febr
Zeta Delta, Phi Kappa Tau,
fraternity will arrange
recycled paper, says the climbed i
Beta Phi Omega, and Sigma transportation for anyone
company is redesigning
Phi Epsilon."
wanting to attend. Those
packaging and taking steps
Petrak said the fraternity interested s ld contact
to reduce waste. Custom·
has requested a lowering of John Hosford at 294 - 2032
ers, it declares, hould
I.he flag, "Beta Theta Pi has
by Wednesday evening.
"evaluate carefully what
they need and buy
a ordmgly .. .Thc rcurcc of the earth are
continued from page 1
finite."
in what order, namely if it
Lewis K. Shupe, of the
With the sale of each
hould involve the student
student affairs committee,
$26 tote bag imprinted
and Dr. Allan G. Barclay, of ombudsman and affirmative with image of endangered
action officer."
the faculty affairs commitspecies, Esprit will donate
tee, "to examine if there was
$1 to The Nature Conser·
Denise W. Clark,
any need to make any
vancy, which preserves
modification ... to see if they peaking for the office of
sanctuaries for endan·
thought there should be any the vice president of student gered plants and animals.
affairs, said a hearing has
modification in the flow
not yet been set for the
chart. .. in the methods or
- Ellen Tracy's
process of who is consulted appeals board.
fashion ads - in March JEFF L
issues of Elle, Egg, HG, S~ E
Mirabella, Vanity Fair,
Vogue and Town &
Fron
Country - tell readers
l!UCaion
where to call to join the llands <
Nature Conservancy.
!Qeakin1
- Jewelry producer lk>o.- _
Carolee Designs is touting &om the
"Save the Elephant Sa1llf· ieard w
day"
&vinJ.
March 24 at departnJClll fright J
stores nationwide: 10
But
percent of faux ivory
~ty i
(made of poured resin)
~saJes will go to Wildlife &vin J.
THOMAS ERVIN
Conservation International Director
&
litould b
MARK NORDQUIST
The March issue of Novemt
Vogue says designers are
In th
" ..• OF EVER
using more natural fibers, ~Di ·
HONORED MEMORY"
avoiding chemical
. tiright.
additives and incorporatinl ~ m

Accident

continued from pmge 7

taxed at the front end at I.he
corporate rate," said Parks.
"But we are arguing that we
are an essential function of
government and Lherefore
should be exempt from all

geography

1991-92 sch

1 year.
"We expect a fire saJe
(of credits) in the month of
December," said Parks.
Still unsettled is I.he
second method the authority
taxation."
expects to offer to allow
parents to prepay the cost of
The current co t of $33 a a college degree: a bond
credit was set by Coopers & program.
Lybrand Jan. 31. It will
Under the bond program,
remain constant through
calJed the "Jones Plan" after
Dec. 31, but a new perthe state legislator who
credit cost will be set by the drafted it, parents will be
accounting firm by Nov. 30. able to avoid any taxation
It is likely to be higher since through the purchase oft.axaverage college tuition is
exempt government bonds.
expected to increase for the
The bonds will be held

in trust by the tale until the
buyer cash I.hem in to pay
tuition. The tate regularly
borrows money by i uing
bonds. One such i ue i
planned in June, and I.he
Tuition Trust Authority
expects to use some of those
bonds to launch the Jones
Plan this summer.
The new enrollment
period for the per-credit plan
i expected to be April 30May 12. The authority will
set the dates at its next
monthly meeting in Columbus next week.

Americana Hotel

0

Misconduct

Nu

for

, _.,• to the hottest action
in DAYTONA BEACH I
Your Travel Associates Sunbreak .. Package inctudts:

$175 (4 to a room)
$265 (bus)

:j: l!ound·trip tronspor1ollon via deluxe motorcooch

:j: Seven nights occommodotions at one or
Ooytono·s finest oceanfront hotels
:!: Optional excursions to Woll Disney World, EPCOT
and other Florido oltroctions
:!: A money·soving discount cord
:!: Services of Travel Associates' on·sile vocation stoff
i :j: All taxes. tips and service charges

Contact: Scott or Dan
879-7224
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Car accident creates a reminder of appreciation for life

'ilNG

JEFF LOUDERBACK

ODAY/
Sports Editor
lnfonnatioo
Sometimes in life, you
realize that certain concerns
e igners
andcven arcn' ta impore taking on 111t as you thought they
lt v.'Cre. E pecially when they
·Conscious- arecompared to omething
>mouons
else.
for the
Saturday was a day that
made me realize thal.
1 t another
In high school boy'
ys Christian sectional tournament a lion,
Fashion
Grecnon clashed with
, it's hip to Benjamin Logan at the
ash ion
Hobart Arena in Troy. In
issues ...
~ition lo my responsibilincemed
ties at The Guardian, I am a
happening sportS writer for the Fair:l"
!iorn Daily I Jerald - and I
ons of the us assigned Lo cover this
~c.

t's spring
In the blustery and frigid
Jrinted on ble February aftem n, I
r, say the
•limbed in my car and
:designing
j taking steps
te. Custom·
s, hould
~fully what
I buy
The re: earth are

Loudy's
Locker

:ale of each

mprinted

)f endangered

departed for Hobart. On
Route 35 and on the Dayton The sight of the 32-vehicle pileup created
side of Interstate 75, the
the feeling of death and tragedy.
road were in fine condition.
As the road ide signs for
Tipp City neared, tho e
conditions wor ened.
timeout.
would have to rise from be<!
Blowing now coupled with
The cene was set. The
early and travel to the
iced r ad turned a pica · nt
core wa lied at 43-43 with new paper on Monday
aftcm n jaunt down the
morning to compose the
:01 left. Greenan would
freeway into a treachcrou
inbound the ball at midstory.
and tressful struggle.
Furtherly irritating the
coun. Both teams plotted
tratcgie in their counsidc
si tuation, I would possibly
car the Hobart Arena
exit- through the blinding, huddle.
arrive late to the Wright
Then the electricity
blowing now - a red
State-Akron game.
Post-game notes ecured,
Mazda had slid off the road d..-:p:.incd. The coreboard
I cautiously left Troy and
and into the shoulder. In an
went blank and Lhe lights
drove back onto Imvrstale
cffon to avoid this car, I
went off. Because of the
75. With ice glazed acorss
whipping wind , 1,000
wayed the car to the lcft the road, cars crawled down
ncarly finding my car in the specwtors and two basketthe highway. caring Tipp
ball Learns were left in the
other houlder.
City, I noticed traffic had
dark with :01 left.
Upon arriving at the
been reduced Lo one lane Power was restored 40
arena, I was infonned of the
causing myself additional
minutes later, but Greenon
cancellation of that evefrustration.
misfired as time expired ,
ning's tournament basketBut, as the traffic neared
sending the game into
ball games. A glance out
the Ohio 571 interchange, a
overtime. Ben Logan
Hobart's front doors only
flurry of sirens from
eventuaJJy prevailed in
increased my desire for the
emergency vehicles glowed
game to be completed early. double overtime, 55-52.
in the air. And, as my car
And I was one unhappy
The game itself was a
stopped momentarily near
tournament classic. Trailing sports joumali t.
those sirens, I witnessed one
Post-game interviews
Greenon 43-41 with :10 left
of
the most sickening and
had to be conducted. And,
in the fourth quarter, a Ben
horrifying
sights
with
the
hazardous
traveling
Logan guard drove the lane
In
the
midst
of a smokconditions, I realized that I
and buried a lay up. That
ing,
jackknifed
semi-truck
would not arrive in Fairborn
knotted the score at 43-43
in time to complete the story trailer, many cars, charred
and with :01 remaining,
beyong recognition, could
on the computer system. I
Greenon requested a

it will donate
ture onser· •- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ,
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Nutter Center expected to be ready
for 1990-91 Raider basketball

speeds. But the minds of
those people driving
southbound did not immediaLely return to normal.
The ghastly sight of what
was the Dayton area's
deadliest car accident deeply
imbcdded itself in Lhe mind
of this previously agitated
sports writer.
Suddenly - uncxpcctcdly - the lives of nine
human beings were taken
away. When I pulled into
the Physical Eduaction
Building parking lot at
Wright State, appreciation
for arriving at the basketball
game was not-a part of my
thoughts.
Thanks and appreciation
for being alive did occupy
my thoughts and feelings.
Life can be quickly t.akcn
away - and death can be
suddenly thrust upon us as that accident reinforced.
As I walked from my car
early Monday morning to
the newspaper building,
sunlight peeked through the
clouds, brightening a
. otherwise frigid winter day.
As I sat down to my
computer t.enninal to
compose the article, the
early morning responsibility didn't bother me at all.

Cheerleaders earn Final Four invitation
JEFF LOUDERBACK

Sports Editor

In only their third season
as a Division I member, the
music."
the complex. The facility
JEFF LOUDERBACK
Wright State Raiders are in
Basketball, though, will
will seat 10,(i()() for athletic
SPorts Editor
the Final Four - the top
be a vital part to the
events and 13,000 for
four in collegiate cheerleadFrom the road, it looks concerts and special events. building's success. And the ing competition.
building will help Wright
Although the Nutter
questionable whether the
After finishing ninth in
State in its quest to urge into last year's national cheerCenter will be the sight of
~of sneakers
'ICaking on the basketball many athletic events, Oddy the nation's elite college
leading competition, Wright
basketball programs.
lkxx-- and music blaring stresses that the facility is
State was recently selected
"It will definitely give us along with Appalachian
truly multi-purpose.
liom the stage - will be
a
much
more impressive
"We
will
be
the
home
of
tard when expected in the
State, Furman and George
to
have games in. It Mason to comprise the
facility
Wright State athletics and
Ervin J. Nutter Center on
will give us a big time
we will host high school
4 at departJDClll tright State's campus.
country's top four squads.
facility
that can draw the
tournaments, but we will
nwide: 10
Butcontruction on the
community to our events,"
aux ivory
~ility is rapidly progress- have much more than just
Sponsored by the
Wright State Athletic
events,"
Oddy
said.
sporting
mred resin)
!Ilg- and, according to
Universal Chcerleading
"We will have trade shows, Director Michael Cusack
o to Wildlife &vin J. Nutter Center
Association, the organizaconsumer shows and family said. "It will give us an
)fl International Director Tom Oddy, it
tion that sanctions collegiate
opportunity to schedule
entertainment"
cheerleading, the national
lhould be completed by
bigger programs that
In thePerformance
xch issue of November.
collegiate chccrleading
wouldn't
come to the PE
SpotlighJ,
Oddy
added,
"It
is
championships will be held
> designers are
In their fourth season at
Building."
our intent to present 30
in San Antonio, Texas, from
: natural fibers. ~Division I level, the
According to Cusack,
concerts
a
year
including
April 6-9. The action will be
raemical
"1rigbt Stale Raiders will
aired by ESPN in early May.
nd incorporatW ~ men's and women's rock, country, MOR, rhythm Xavier and Kent State are
see "Nuner" page 14
and blues and Christian
,roment" page 11 '-etbau competition in

Tracy's
- in March
~.Egg, HG,
'anity Fair,
"own&
tell readers
1 to join the
;ervancy.
ry produc&
;igns is touting
lephant Satur·

be viewed. Some of these
cars were pinned and
smashed against the cement
median. Stopped northbound traffic could be seen
strung along the interstate.
Ambulances raced to and
from the accident scene in
an auempt to ave cndangercd live .
Sudden ly - the delayed
baskctball game, the long
post-game interviews, Lhc
slow-moving traffic and the
rcalily that I would not be
able to compose the article
that night - those things
were thrown from my mind
into a category of nonimportance.
The sight of the 32vehicle pileup created the
feeling of death and tragedy.
As of press time, nine
people had been killed in the
accident and 45 other people
had been injured. Among
the deaths were four people
from Ontario, Canada apparently returning home.
Another death included a 4year-old child.
Once southbound traffi~,
departed from the Tipp C:iiy
sector of Interstate 75 only two miles away - the
roads were clear. Traffic
accelerated to normal

"We made the final 10
last year, but you don't get a
trip to the finals unless
you're among the Final
Four," Wright State cheerleading squad co-advisor
Carol Hammond said.
"We're in shock about
getting the honor. We knew
that we'd make the top 10,
but we had no idea we'd
make the top four."
Wright State's 'cheerleaders were greeted with a
standing ovation when the
news was announced during
the Raiders clash with
Akron last Saturday. The
Final Four selection,
Hammond said, has energized the squad with added
confidence.
"I don't think the kids
realized how good ~ey were
until they found out about
the news," Hammond.
"They are very proud. They

were charged up at the
Akron game."
Appalachian State, last
year's Division I national
champions , poses a
fonnidable challenge for the
Raiders.
Hammond and fellow
co-advisor Lynda Ward
expect to have all cheerleaders back next season since
there are no seniors on the
squad. As an advisor,
Hammond is "extremely
thrilled" about the Final
Four honor.
"When the kids are
happy and when they show
well - that's what makes
being an adv,isor worthwhile," Hammond said.
"Lynda and I do the •ob for
the kids. We teach
m,
train them and ins
them
- but we don't do
work. They're the 11-. · who
perform."
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Raiders avenge earlier loss to Akron Zips
J EFF LOUDERBAC K

Scan Hammond , Bill
Edwar~ and Dave Dinn.
Hammonds, who
Alt.hough Wright Slate
electrified the ninth conwa aware of what Lo expect
cutivc sellout crowd with
each Lim , the Raider had
Lwo rim -ratlling slam dunk ,
I t to Lhe A.kr n Zip in all
poured in 17 points, rip[ d
five trie ince joining
down eight r bound · anti
Divi ion I.
snat hcd three sLcal .
Known for his c n crvaAkron wall1.cd into Lhe
Phy ical EducaLion Building Livc, Robcn Pari h-likc
la t SaLurday carching for a
coring prow s on offen c,
sixth straighL win again t Lhc Hammonds pu l do\ n dunks
Raiders, but WrighL SLaLC
on a pair of fa t brCJk
mangled the Zips, 96-77.
opponuni Lies.
ceding a vicl ry LO
" My phi lo ophy i that
remain in contention for a
Lwo points arc Lwo points.
bid Lo the ational lnvitaIL' impon.am Lhd l sc re
Lhc ba kct. But Lhe guys
lion Toumam nt. the
Raiders were guided by
have been razzin g me

Sports Editor

because l haven 'L dunked
it/' Hammond joked. "I
only expected to dunk the
ball once, but I de idcd to
dunk iL once more. It d ·n'l
mau r whether I dunk r
not. !L's imp rLlnL that I
• or the lxtsk t. "
Edward
red 1S
poinL and matched I lammonds n Lhc bo:.irds wi Lh
cighL rebound .. Dinn added
IS points in a re · rvc role.
rLer ing upseL at SL.
Bonaventure, iL was crucial
LhaL WrighL I.ale SLartcd a
winning sLn.:ak - beginning
w1Lh Akron.
" \Ve ' ve had some do ··
balllcs with Akron, and it

wa nice to get a win again t
lhem,' Underhill said. " IL
wa a very important game,
ause iL wa •
not o !TIU h
Akron , buL bccau. we
needed to boun e ba k afLer

Hammonds nared the
offensive rebound and laid
th ball in for the game'
fir t in . Wright talc
n vcr urrcnd r d the lead.
Playing kr n's brand
of c;Jow-tcm
askcL all,
Wri ghL t.at • grabbed a 6-0
edge v. hen I bmmonds
riO ed in a b:.i ·cl inc jumper
Lwo minuL · into the h<ml c.
game from beginning LO
end."
kron didn'L c r until
forward John \ ilc;;•yn ki
Bccau. e of Lhc blusLCry
wcath·r, Lhc game was
banged in a 15-footcr at Lhc
15:"8 mark.
pu h d back '20 minute. two oflic: ial ·arrived lak.
A Hammonds jumper
from the free Lhrow line
BuLLhcd byclidn'Lcl natc
cawpulled the Raiders LO a
Wri ghL Latc's m m mum.
Off a misfired Lhn.:v
IS-'2 advanUH!C - but
point aLtempL from Edwards, Akron ended Wright Stal '.

nine- int run on a pair ol F.AMO~
harity tos s from Torr~ Slaff Wnt
Kershaw.
nthony Buford's
:'be an
driving lay up th at brougm \Vnght Sll
Lhe Zips \ iLhin l 8-6 with
The qu
I 0:56 lcfL was Lhc fir l
re mo LC
Akron askcL in live
&Iring the
minuL . .
~Metro
With thei r Lenac:i us Champion
d · fcnsivc pre.. urc, the
Re 1 a
Rai !er. rurn ed the Zips- ras no !or
nullir) mg ope n Lhrce-poim rhc~ the '
aucmpLs and hi gh -percent· a:_n s ~nd
age po ·L p siLions.
iwimmmg
The Zips,\\ ho scored I Ucd out
poinL<; in Lhc rirst half
loulh Can
:.ig:ii n ~l W isconsin-G reen ~t. The
Bay la t \ edncsday, didn' ~ _dcrs r~.

.
Lady Raiders end dislllal season with rout frolll Butle

CINDY HORNER
Assistant Sports EdiLor
That's I.he way the ball
bounces!
W righ t State's women's
basketball team never knew
what type of bounce the ball
was going to take on them

"!L's nice to get our t.hird
win," Head Coach Pat Davis
said. "We executed well.
You could see I.he deLennination in their eyes. They
were very determined to win
and I.hey held them off."
With :24 left in the first
half, the score was knotted

this season.

at 16, then the Taylor of

They p;.iyed their final
two games of the season and
went 1- 1 to finish at 3-25.
They first traveled to
Cleveland on Saturday to
clash with Cleveland State.
They ran into a snow stonn
and stole some of it's wind
as the Raiders-propelled
themselves to a 58-54
_victory .

Cleveland State hooked up
to score 12 points in the last
five minutes of I.he half.
Lanmte Taylor had the
hottest hand pouring in eight
points and Debra Taylor
scored four points as the
Lady Vikings took a 31-24
lead at the intermission.
"We were down by
seven at the half and we

made some adjustments in
our defense," Davi said.
"We added a half-court
press and we made some
steals and convened some
points off of it. I think we
confused them a bit with the
adju tmenlS we made."
The Raiders rolled in the

econd half as they
outscored I.he Lady Vikings
34-23. The key to I.he game
- the Raiders only fouled
four time in the second
half. Wright State was eight
of nine from I.he free throw
l ine while Cleveland State
was only 2-2.
"We kept our fouls
down, we were real slingy in
our fouls," Davi said. "Ou r

~

see

" Z"
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• Staying sober I straight?
• Treatment?
• Impact on college life?
• How to get help for self I others?
Meet with fellow students who are in RECOVERY

Thursday, March 1, (i. 7 p.m.
Upper Hearth Lounge, University Center
• Free Beverages and Snacks •
Sponsored by:
Raider Alcohol / Substance Abuse A wareness
Program (RAAP Team)

Sue Grace was the leading

good night for us."

rebounder grabbing five.

Buller (17-8) shot 52
percent from I.he field to
Wright State's 36 percent.
The Lady Bulldogs took the
30-19 halflime lead and
never looiced back.
Sue Grace paced the
Raiders with 12 points.
Right behind her was King
tossing in 11 and Julie
Miller scored 8.

Monday was Lheir lasl
t;ame so now the Lady
Raiders will lay to rest w

The only down side for
the Raiders was Goedde
w ho prained her ankle midway through the second
half. She was out for the
remainder of Lhe game and
she did not play in the
Raiders' season finale.
On Monday, the snow

was a miserable season,
it did have some highpoi
· " one ofu expected
have a season like this,"
Davis said. "We were ·
successful in a lot of Lhin~
we did. The players put
forth a lot of effort They
did the besL I.hey could."

In suppon of :
National Collegiate Drug A wareness W eek

NCDAW
For more information contact: Tresa Barlage I
Carole Huddleston at EXT 2967

Editor for NEXUS WSU's Literary Magazine
Highly motivated and creativ~ individual with proven literary skills needed to edit
Wright State's student literary magazine. Applicants must be familiar with current
trends in literature, poetry and art. Applicants should have knowledge/skills in
design, layout and magazine production. Desktop publishing skills helpful.
I

I

Deadline to apply: Feb. 28, 1990
• Position descriptions available from Student Media Coordinator
Karyn Campbell, 04p U.C. X2987
• Candidates will be interviewed by Student Media Committee on
March 5, 1990 at 9 a.ill.
•

GO«

Miller and King playC:
well for the Raiders in · DY H
last two games.
~t S
"Our post players°'
and King) had the better
games," Davis said . "The)
were the mosLcon isLent
They did really well in Iii
Cleveland St.me game."

Wanted:

1

mcn's f

storm followed I.he Raiders
to Indianapolis Indiana, but
this Lime it was the Raiders
feeling the breeze as the
Butler Bulldogs defeated
Wright State 80-53.
"IL was jusL a bad
hooling performance,"
Davis said. "ItjusL w n't a

WSU Students are

Do you have any questions about

IDtshed SI:

ftld of fift

lack of fouling kept us in Lhe
game. We never let them get
into the bonus."
Missy Goedde wa the
leading scorer with 14
points while Kri Lin King
cored 10 and Treva
Griesdom and indy Banks
each scored eighL points.

..-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-...
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Swimmers bring WSU notoriety at Metro Tournament

is commonly considered to
be one of the top three or
four conferences in the
country in swimming.
ord's
The an wer: Where is
The Univer ity of South
:.it brougla Wright State ,Un iver ity?
Carolina
came out on top in
with
Th
que
uon:
What
was
_
86
both
men'
and women'
rin
cornpetion
with
Florida
five
State fini hing second. Both
nad us Champion hip wim meet? the Gamecoc and the
ire, Lhc
Re ta ured the question Seminoles arc ranked in the
Lop twenty nationally in
he Zip _ was no longer being a ked
men' and women'
th ree-poi when the Wright State
swimming.
•h-perccm· a:n's and women's
"We ct some very high
!Wimming and diving team
goals
for ourselves going
• orcdl
cd
out
of
Columbia,
10
into this meet - we had
>t half louth Carolina late Sunday
been hoping for a top five
" n ght. The unknown
",in- Gr1;~
fini h - but I think we
sday didn 'dcrs rolled in and
swam extremely well
~
mished sixth in a men's
1
ige
~Id of fifteen and sixth in a overall. We started out a
women's field of 12 in what little slow on Thursday but

a pa' ol EAMON CO TELLO
Ir
W.
•m Torr~ Sl8ff nter
1

;s.

tie

~ing play~ Goedde

the Learn gained confidence
as the week went on,"
Wright State head coach
Mall Liddy said. "The other
positi ve aspect that came out
of the week was the fact that
we c tabli hed ome
notoriety for Wright State
Univcr ity. Thi was the
fa t time eve r that a team
had been invited LO the
1ctro Conference meet and
fini sht:d in the top 10 in its
first year."
Many Raiders qualified
for the final s in their events,
finishing in the top eigh t
Member · of this group
included the womens 200
medley relay of Christie
Kuchling, Jackie Wallace,
Leigh Gilb, and Amanda

Dieter (3rd, 1:47.89), Susan
Szcntc, 100 fly, (8th, 58.77).
Gilb broke her own WSU
school record in the 200 free
with a time of 1:54.73.
Other fini hers were
Wallace, 100 breast, (8th,
1:06.95), Kuchling, 100
ba k, (8th, I:00.29), Sheryl
Poppe, three-meter diving,
(8 th , 402.00), and the 800
free relay team of Janelle
Hite, Shanna Crosley,
Szcntc and Lena ordsLrom
(7th , 7:49.80). The 200 free
relay or Dieter, Gilb,
Crosley and Kuchling set a
new school record finishing
fou rth in 1:35.97. In the 200
J.M., Hite placed fifth in
2:07.84.
Dieter was victorious in

the 50 free setting a new
school record of23.56, the
400 medley relay of
Kuch ling, Wallace, Gilb,
and Dieter placed fifth in
3:56.80. Poppe, in the onemctcr diving competition,
fini hed sixth in 316.80.
The 400 free relay of Hite,
Gilb, Di Lcr and Kuchling
set a new school record
fini shing sixth in 3:30.63
and Dieter broke another
school record in the 100 free
placing fifth in 51.74.
On the men's side, top
eight fini shers included the
school record -breaking 200
medley relay of Doug
Kcllcrstrass, Mark
Brinkmillcr, Tim 1orrissey
and Ryan Roshong (5th

1:34.70), Morrissey in the
100 fly (6th, 50.50),
Brinkmiller in the 100 breast
(57.72), the 200 free relay of
Scott Gregory, Doug Gale,
Morrissey and Roshong
(6th, 1:23.65), Gregory in
the 50 free (5th, 20. 74), the
400 medley relay of
Kellcrstrass, Brinkmillcr,
Morris ey and Gregory (5th
in 3:26.07), Brinkmillcr in
the 200 breast (2:05.23), the
400 free relay team of Brad
Carpenter, Roshong, Gale
and Gregory (6th, 3:03.85),
Gregory in the 100 free (6th,
4 5. I 5), the 800 free relay of
Gregory, Gale, Carpenter
and Roshong (6th, 6:53.52)
and Mike Valentine in the
200 backstroke (4lli, 1:54.).

completes successful career on the hardwood

DY HORNER

y to rest v;

was the team's second
g offensive threat,
Treva Griesdom.
IC highpoi
s ex pectell plays mart, and she is a
, solid, all -around
like this,"
yer.
She has been hurt on and
this season, but she has
nin 21 of the team's 28
es. Goedde has been a
= ====it,,istent player throughout
career, and this year was

e season,

e~ccption.

In high school, Goedde
eel four letters each in
ketball , softball and

·time all-I ague pick
a three-time team most
uablc player.
That same year, her team
its league - and
de was the leading
. ravcraging 19.5
nts, three rebounds and
en assists per game. She
d her career at Walnut
.lls as the all-time scorer
1,277 points, leading
throw shooter with an
Ptrcent average and
;;;;;;;;;;;_.---ri11111g single-game scorer

with 37 points.
Three other colleges
recruited Goedde, but her
decision was Wright State.
"I chose Wright State
because it's not too far from
home," Goedde said. "I
was excited about getti ng a
scholarship."
Goedde feels that the
team is molding together
this year. "The new players
have helped out a lot"
Goedde said. "We had a
tough schedule, and they
gave the team more depth. It
was probably harder for the
junior college players to
come in here because they
had to gell into a team that's
already set.
"In college, there's a lot
more competition because
there is a lot of bcncr
players everywhere you go."
Goedde was a captain
thi year along with Kristin
King and Treva Gricsdom .
Thi.! trio supplied the team
\\ ith experience and
leadership.
"Being a leader is a
tough job at times," Goedde
said. "We arc responsible
for getting the rest of the
team up. We arc all seniors
and the player look up to
us. We create a lot of
support for the team."
Goedde doesn' t think of
only herself when it comes
to basketball. "I don't care
about records, or who I am
going up against It's all

teamwork," Goedde said. "I
focus on the team that we
are going to play that night
And I focus on what I am
supposed to do."
Family support is always

helpful to any athlete.
Gocdde's parents have
attended most of her games.
She has a very sportsoriented family. Goedde
has two older brothers and

one younger brother.
"My parents are probably the hardest on me, but I
have learned that it's
important to have fun,"
Goedde said. "You can't

Playing with four fouls,
Unverferth chipped in with
six points inside for Wright
State. The 6-7 freshman
forward fouled out with 8:23
left.
Akron three-point
spcciali t Mark Alberts, who
hit one of six treys in the
first half, fired in one to
make the tally 43-31. But
Wright State rattled off a
miniature rally that deflated
any Akron hopes of a
comeback.
Mumphrcy swiped an
errant Zip pass and shoveled
the ball downcourt to an
open Hammonds, who
ign ited the crowd with a
powerful one-handed jam.

Boisterous chants from
the Rowdy Raider section
echoed throughout the
building after some Chris
Wampler-Edwards wizardry. From the top of the
key, Wampler lofted an
alley-oop pass to Edwards
- who shoved the ball
home for a 90-73 Raider
edge.

take things too seriously.
Our coach cares a lot about
us on and off the court."
Davis feels bad for
Goedde with the type of
... "Goedde" i>-ge 16

Zips
continued from page 12

reach double figures in
scoring until Albert Jones
canned a 15-footer from the
comer.
Wright State watched its
edge cut to 36-28 when
Akron center Pete Freeman
rolled in one of his two
tosses from the charity
stripe. But an eight-footer
from the baseline with :04
left allowed Wright State to
own a 40-28 lead at intermission.
In a game where 58 fouls
were called before its
completion, foul trouble hit
both teams early in the
second half. Two minutes
into the final half,
Wilczynsl...i and Kevin
McCarthy both had been
whistled for their third foul s.
That starting forward duo
combined for four points
and fi vc rebounds for the
contest
Mumphrcy, Benton and
Edwards all experienced
foul trouble in the second
half, but clutch performances off the bench by Dinn
and Jeff Unverferth allowed
the Raiders to maintain
control.

RAIDER
ROUND BALL

RUMBLINGS

- Wright State's 51 free
throw attempts (38 were
successful) against Akron
was one shy of the school
record. In that game, Wright
State was whistled for 27
fouls while Akron collected
31.
At that point, hopeful
- Bill Edwards is only
Wright State fans expressed 27 points away from tying
their desire for a National
the all-time freshman
Invitation Tournament bid
scoring record. Edwards has
393 points - only Dave
for the Raiders.
Three games remain on
Magill (420 points in 1970the ledger, including a clash 71) stands between Edward
toni ght with Division Il 's
and the record. Scan
10th- ranked A ·hland. IL wi ll Hammonds is clo c bt:hind
be 1he fin:i l game in the
with 363 points.
Physica l Education BuildMumphrcy, who has
- Scott Benton, two for
scored seven points in his
ing, barring any problems
two from beyond the trifecta
last two outings, followed
with completion of the Ervin stripe again st Akron, has
with a three-pointer that put J. Nutter Center.
buried eight of his last nine
the Raiders ahead 50-31
Ashland is 20-5 after a
three-point attempts. Mark
loss at former Wright Swte
with 17:30 left.
Woods has canned 25 of his
Wright State matched its rival Kentucky Wcslcyan's
last 26 free throws.
gymnasium .
large t lead of the game
- Going into their last
when Edwards, who
Wright State will end the game in the PE Building,
season with two road games WSU owns a 185-23 record
connec ted on three of 13 ,
shots from the field, buried a at Chicago State and
on the home court. They arc
trey with 6:12 remaining.
Northern Illinois- two
13-1 this season, suffering a
That forced the Zips to look teams the Raiders defeated
92-85 defeat to Bowling
at a 74-54 tally.
earlier this season.
Green in December.

- - - - - · · · · - · - - - --
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Nutter
continued from page 11

among the opponents
Wright State will face in the
Nuuer Center next season.
Wright State will clash with
Ohio State in Columbus on
December 12.
With its seating capacity
and auractiveness along
with Wright State' recognition-gaining basketball
program, the Nutter enter
could al help the university get into an athletic
conference.

"Right now, we're sitting
on the sidelines watching
different conference . The
conferences we're interested
in know that we're interested in them," Cusack said.
"Penn State is leaving the
AtlanticJO conference.
Schools from other conferences are interested in
joining the Atlantic 10, so
we'll wait and see what
develops."
Qu lions have been
posed by some dissenters

about whether the Nutter
Center can be filled on a
regular ba is for Wright
State men' basketball
action. After all, the
Physical Education Building
holds ju t 2,750.
· "That qu lion has never
entered my mind. I think we
won't have a problem filling
the Nutter Center," Cusack
said. "We'll bl k off 2,
scat f r tudents. We've
already sold 1,600 to 1,
season ticke . Bef re it'

And when it's comsaid and·done, I think we'll
pleted,
the complex wiJI
seJI 3,000 to 4,000 season
have
a
student
seating
tickets."
section.
Although the Nutter
"There wiJI be a student
Center i being built as a
section
for the Rowdy
multi-purpose facility, it
Raiders.
Students will be
also cateres to the basketball
fan .
"It' going to be a
basketbaJI fan's building. At
the furthe t point, you can
till
very well," Oddy
said. "It' a steeper lant,
the cats are clo r to the
a lion.

ONLY-f7-0AYS-UN11.
SPPING-BPEAk!

C LASSIFIED
Services

Services

WIN A HAWAIIAN
VACATION or big screen
TV plus raise up to Sl,400
in just 10 days!! Objective;
Fundraiser,
Commitment: Minimal,
Money: Raise $1,400, Cost:
Zero InvestmenL Campus
organizations, clubs, frats,
soroities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528/1 (800) 9508472

INTERE TED IN
JOINING a gay/lesbian
support group? write:
Support Group, P.O. Box
201, Dayton, Ohio 45409.
Identify yourself as a WSU
student, phone # or address.
CONFIDENTIAL

-

FIND YOU R ELF alone at
night? Call S.A.F.E.! Free
WSU campus escorL 8732242 M-Th 7p.m. -12a.m.

Personals

DAYTON QUICK
TYPING ER VICE Tenn
papers, theses, resumes, SF17 l's, leners, manuals. 550
Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Faibom Call Win at 8789582

NEEDED: Obese
dominatrix for explicit
evening of s ial
interact.ion . Appreciation for
classic. , dining, and slime
mold a musL Supply your
own equipment

Help Wanted
ATTENTION: EARN
MONEY READJ G

BOOKS! S32,000/year
income potential. Details.
(I) 602-838-8885 exL Bk
4242
ATTENTIO - HlRlNG!
Government job -your area.
Many immediaLe openings
without waiting list or test
$17,840-S69,4 5. Call 1602-838-8885 exL R 4242
A TTE TIO EASY
WORK excellent pay!
as mble products at home.
Details. (I) 602- 3 - 8 5
ext W4242

DANCER' no.experience
necessary, full or pan time,
paid daily or weekly. K-C
Lounge 4766 Airway Rd.
258-9017

RESPECt

AS AM ARMY NURSE, YOU'LL
HAVE It
Health care professionals

in the Army know how to treat
nurses with the respect they
so deserve. You'll be given th
authority, recognition, prestige and
privileges accorded an officer in the
U.S. Army. You'll also find:
• New and challenging situation .
• Participation in health car decision
• Specialized training.
• Competitive benefits.
Get a professional edge on your career today.
Call your local Army Nurse Recruiter for details.

Ans
Events

Help Wanted

WRIGHT TATE
INEMA presents
TUDENTS NEEDED to l-UROSHIMA MON
particpate in human factors AMOUR . Alain Resnais'
projects at SS.00/hr.
first feature film explores
minimun ( hort ones pay
the jarring connections
higher). Flexible scheduling; belween sense and memory,
no long-term commitment
past and present, that are the
required. WOMEN
philosophical and
ENCOURAGED TO
intellectual core of all his
APPLY. U.S. citizenship
film . Sunday, 7p.m. 116 A
required and certain
UCB event
qualification may have to
be met. For more
PHI ALPHA DELTA a
information, call Judy at
co'ed pre law organization
255-3432/255-1209 M-F
will hold i second meeting
7a.mA:30p.m.
on Thursday, March I tat
4:00 in 041 University
Center, Newcomer are
welcome!

Due to the new format of The Guardian,
the deadline for classified ads has been
changed to Fridays at 2:00p.m.

The
"Kid Glove"
Treatment

=

Events

UCB I EXPLORING
THE axiom thal laughter~
the best medicine with
Comedy Week in the Rat
Mon. at 3, see THE
NAKED GUN. Wed. atS
see WHE HARRY MET
SALLY. Fri . at 11 :30 see
THE BEST OF EDDIE
MURPHY: SATURDAY
NIGHT LIVE. Cosponsored by Video Deli
and UCB
WRIGHT T T E
I M presen t REAL
LIFE. A hilarious satire of
the media inv ion in the
lives of a "typical Ameri
family." Starring Charl~s
Grodin and Albert Brooks.
"Every time I watch this ·
fi.lm I laugh so hard I cou~
blood! " -Terry Lawson,
DDN . Friday/Saturday,
9p.m. 116 HS. A UCB
event

The Theses Specialist
Kinko's will treat your thesis gently and with
respect - from start to finish. From the selection of our quality papers to the final bound copy,
your thesis receives the special attention it
deserves, at Kinko's.

Open 7 Days
429-2585
2646 Colonel Glenn Hwy.

(606) 371-6005

able to gather in one secitoo
and rally together," Oddy
said. "But for students who
don't want to sit in the
student section, there will re
other seats throughout the
arena where they can it."

n
Sprigz Break Special

10 Sessions for
$30.00
OR

kinko•s®

the copy center
Centerville location now open!

1 Month for
$39.00
Just 5 minules from Wrig~
Stale and Wright Patt.
95 E. Dayton-Yello'IV
Springs Rd.

Call 879-7303

Comic redacted due to copyright

Comic redacted due to copyright
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Environment

School kids teach adults to conserve
ANITA MANNI G
©1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network
Wilh their simple but
powerful claims on their
parents' aucntion, children
have been wept int the
grow ing effort to improve
environmental awarcncs .
"Parcn arc -n L
literate as their children n
lhc c maucr ," ay John
Kirk, director of l ont ·lair
State College'
cw J r ·cy
School of C n er ation.
Children arc " ouricr
who carry the me. ·age
home."
,\du Its arc simultaneously surpri d and perplexed when they ge t
caught betwe n their
children ' budding ocial
con cicncc and their
wa ·teful habits.
In Greensboro, .C .,
lhe parents of Aaron
Strasscr, 13, arc recycling

cans, bottles, pla tic and
papers at his urging. In
Willimantic, Conn., Lauren
Doyle's family now uses
waxed paper instead of
plastic sandwich bags.
Says Lauren, 10,
"We're tHt future adult of
the world. We houldn't
have Lo live in it if it's
me y. It's m y now and
it' going LO be wor c next
year."
hildren arc impr si nabl c, and much of
American culture is turning
toward cnvironmcnt,1 li sm.
The pring E. pr it fa hi n
c::nalog i<; printe I for the
fir L timc on re )"I' I
paper; a L o-p:igc cs :1y
urge con sumers LO "be
good Lo our Eanh ."
" The oil . pill in Ala i...a
and omc of th e othe r
en ironm ent.al d1·;:i~ tc r ·
have foc us d aucnti n on
what is happening in our
world," say Kirk.
A concerted effort by

scientists and educators has
enlightened children about
their legacy.
About 320,000
students in 11,000 clas room take pan in the
:ltional udubon Soci ety' s udubon Advcntur
program . Every other
m nth. each . tut! nt gets a
four-page ncwspnpcr of
fa cL<; and projcclS related LO
natural sc ience.
" .\ rippl effec t we
dHln" t reall y l igur.., on is
Lh al the children urc taking
the ne" s ' h LS home,
. h:m ng them with sibl ing.
an I p:m:n t , so yo u' re
"i nd ing up ge tting con er' ,tlil'll t:1ugh t in th e home
h) th' l-. itls," says '.\larsh:tl
:he, the so ·ic ty's \' i ·c
pr ~ \1dc nl for luc:.llion.
"Tha t' the onl y \\ :I)' w ' r"'
going Lo tum th ing
:1round. A lot o f parents
' i ll never ge t a con crv aLion ;:iuitudc on their own."
- The Corporation for
1-

continued from page 10

nature theme in fabric
design.
Others deliver the
me. sage on cu tomcrs •
back s. Robin Piccone of
Body Glove International
h~ swimwear imprinted
wilh " Keep our ocean blue,"
" Keep our water clean";
Kath arine Hamnell has
" Cll'a n up or die" T-sh11 ts;
ranco lo!>chino has "S.1vc
our sea.\" T 's.

Public Br0adcasting aAd a School of Conser ation run
group of educational
by 1ontclair State College,
organizations ;ire launching 10,000 student and
a campaign lh;:it focu c on teachers each year take part
in programs ranging from
practical tcps people can
take Lo help save the planet. two to five day on 240
The" ave IL!" projec t will acres of fore tland.
di stribute poster., a bool-.l cL
" We di cu dcforesta;:ind stic ker LO sc hool ·.
ti on, wildlife, the int..: rd c- Tc;:icher arc \\ Cavpcndcnc of nil livin g and
ing col gy k s. ons into th e n n-11\ ing things," SJ) ·
curri culum . 1\lichacl
Kirk .
of a1rort1.
~---------utvcr,
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Ari1 .• hrought arll ks on
01on cl pk tion 10 h1
Eng li sh cla\s. In .1 w.iL l•ll
k tta \\ ri tin~, 1h..: ._ \, 1 iii·

live in
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Canad

,_:;1,e>n Gl11:dd h:1s gone
11 rou_h.
gracl"r" \\ rote' 1:.; .. :o1'-'
--1 \\.I. u1 lort1111:11c tha t
a,i...1ng l h~m LO. LI; l 1Pg
sh~ h.1d tu go do·., n \\ 11h an
010 11 ..:-dama~i n g dil11injur~ and not pb) 111 th·
rolluoni-·:1rh1>11 ..
I 111.tl _:!.11111.:," 0,1 IS ':lid.
··. h ·has h'<'n ('lat•ucd w11 h
- Thl us;111Lh 11!'
·1u kills, l ro111 ,;.1:1d.- '-t.1iul illJllflc s Lh' \\ h >le s..:a' 11. It
1\;1s u11l'llrtun:n · thaLher
thro ugh co ll cg.:, :1n.-nd
..:n 1or c':l l'll had Ill b' Ii kc
prog rams at en\ inrn?11e1H:tl
1h:11.'"
fi d d campu-.cs. T l1l·re arc
Gocd I ~ i. . ·oml n the
~ ,000 na tiom' idc ru n by
team in Lota! poin ts:, ·or ' J
th e udubon S ie1y,
(2-3), !:>Corin g a\ crai•c (12.5
Y 1CA, churche or other per game). and field goal
96), and she is fourth on the
groups.
team
in rebound · (72), but
At the cw Jersey

1h1rd <in the' 11 :1111 in rebound in,:! a\ cr:1g.: (., ..- per
1-!.ill IC).

.'h..: l1.1d lid h1""ltc'L
1..11111.; !'..11111.: .1ga1n t
E.1 lc'rn I II 1th> 1-.. '' hen 'he
L<' \l 111 -;2 poinL'.
'" •d,k 1 • a -;(; niur '' hn
\\il l hc'fl11 scdg r\::l LI) ll.' I
~c·:1 r . he ha\ ru t lonh •r'~l l
dfurh C\' 'C) ·ca on ol h..:r
tareer.
"It\\ a:, hard going L"
sc h 1and play ing a ~po n,
but I \\ill mis it," Goedde
said. " I really enjoy
playing."
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·ssemester
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Then mu stJ.rt to
~ ritc.1 JU don't like the
wav you phr~L<ied :i para
graph?. 10 problem- try
something new, without
erasing or retyping a word.
Want to move the econd
pag of your fir. t draft to
the tail end of your last
t.lraft? It only takes
a few econds.
With Macintosh,
you can al o have
your paper
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:--:-lx)fread mJ n 1nute or
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·· \\'itl nrPfe> 1onal
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If you don t belie\'e ii.
top b\· the I 'Jtion Ii teJ
below and ee ~bcimosh
for your elf. You'll wonder
how you ever carried a
seme ter without one.

~b ird .

And h t'"<.~·- t 1e
j incher. You cm learn co
·t all of th . e thing - all
if them - in le.. time than
~\)U might spend . tudymg
;~)fa ~londJy morning
quiz.. t.Jrting, undJ\'.
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